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Scope of the thesis

Advances in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine depend on
progresses in materials science, developmental biology and surgical
sciences. Communicating over the borders of these fields is necessary to
extend from basic research ideas to functional clinical treatments. This has
been an important factor in this work as the purpose has been to develop
preparation methods and ultimately clinically applicable materials capable of
supporting tissue repair. Hydrogels constitute a group of materials which
resemble biological tissues and have proven to be promising as scaffolds for
tissue regeneration. We have chosen to involve hyaluronan as a key component for designing hydrogels due to its unique biophysical properties, high
availability and well documented history of use in biomedical products.
In an early project we evaluated the possibility to grow neurons in a hydrogel consisting of collagen and hyaluronan (I). The positive outcome inspired us to develop an injectable hyaluronan-based hydrogel, although we
first sought to improve conventional modification techniques which are used
in the preparation of in situ cross-linkable hyaluronan derivatives. Because
of the delicate nature of hyaluronan, we designed a model substance for the
purpose of optimizing modification reactions (II). Despite a good potential,
the synthesis of the model substance was rather elaborate, and we succeeded
in developing a versatile modification technique without its use. By adapting
chemistry used in peptide synthesis, the preparation of several hyaluronan
derivatives was accomplished in a controlled fashion under mild conditions
(III). By this approach we synthesized a hyaluronan derivative which was
used to prepare in vivo forming hydrogels. The possibility to use such a hydrogel as a delivery vehicle for bone morphogenetic protein-2 was further
evaluated in vivo (IV). The results revealed a significant bone formation with
no signs of inflammation or foreign body response. To increase the mechanical properties of the gel, hydroxyapatite particles were added as a filler and
a comparative study was conducted (V). As expected, the bone mineral density was slightly higher than in the previous study. However, to our surprise
the induced tissue consisted of interconnected bone, cartilage and tendon.
Although many questions remain to be answered in order to better understand the mechanisms involved in the formation of complex interconnecting
musculoskeletal tissues, the current work presents the development of materials with potential use as off-the-shelf injectables for tissue engineering.

1. Introduction

1.1

Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine

One of the greatest challenges in human health-care involves finding cures to
diseases caused by tissue loss and organ failure. Over the past three decades,
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine has emerged as a field of research with the purpose of finding alternative therapies to organ transplants;
a treatment suffering severe drawbacks due to the huge demand for organs
and scarce number of donors. Patients who receive transplants are additionally forced to stay medicated with immunosuppressive drugs during their
remaining lives. Tissue engineering has been described as an interdisciplinary field which applies the principles of engineering and life sciences towards developing biological substitutes which restore, maintain, or improve
tissue function.1 The major approaches in tissue engineering share the common goal of restoring lost tissue function by delivering cells and/or bioactive
substances (e.g. growth factors) to patients using three-dimensional scaffolds
(Fig. 1.1).2 Cells and growth factors are chosen based on the type of tissue to
be restored, and the scaffolds should function as temporary artificial extracellular matrices (ECM) which accommodate the cells and guides their
growth in three dimensions to form new tissue.3 Polymers are ideal candidates as scaffold materials as they can be tailored to have desired properties.
This includes mechanical properties, geometrical shapes, biocompatibility
and the ability to degrade in the same rate as new tissue is formed.4,5

Figure 1.1. The principles of tissue engineering include the delivery of cells and
bioactive substances to patients for the purpose of restoring lost tissue function.
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1.2

Hydrogel scaffolds

Hydrogels are cross-linked hydrophilic polymer networks swollen in water
(Fig. 1.2). They are either classified by the origin of the polymers, which
may be natural or synthetic, or by the nature of the cross-linkage, which is
physical or chemical.6 Physical polymer networks include those held together by molecular entanglements, hydrogen bonding, ionic forces or hydrophobic interactions. They are sometimes called reversible hydrogels, as certain physical cross-links may be reversed. Chemical hydrogels are formed by
covalent cross-linking and are sometimes referred to as permanent hydrogels.

Figure 1.2. Schematic illustration of a hydrogel network consisting of cross-linked
polymers (a). A hydrogel prepared by covalent cross-linking of hyaluronan which
contains 98% water (b)

Hydrogels are used in tissue engineering and drug delivery applications due
to their biocompatibility, porosity and hydrophilic character.7,8 In addition,
many hydrogels are biodegradable and they can be processed to resemble the
natural ECM with physical and chemical properties that promotes proliferation and differentiation of cells.9,10 Injectable gels, which are formed by
cross-linking in vivo in response to certain stimuli, are of particular interest
as they can be administered through minimally invasive procedures. Cells
and therapeutic agents such as growth factors can easily be incorporated by
mixing with an aqueous precursor polymer solution, and irregularly shaped
areas can easily be filled with close contact to the native tissue.11,12 Such
systems are, however, required to fulfill a number of intricate demands. Gel
precursors, subsequent hydrogels and degradation products should all be
biocompatible and non-immunogenic. Gel formation should occur under
physiologically acceptable conditions (i.e. 37°C and pH 7) without forming
toxic byproducts, and at a sufficient rate to ensure that gel precursors and
possible ingredients remain at the target site.
Both synthetic and natural polymers, and combinations thereof, are used
for designing physical and chemical hydrogels as scaffolds for tissue engi14

neering. Synthetic polymers such as poly(N-isopropylacrylamid) (PNIPAM)13, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)14,15 and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)16,
have been widely explored as they are biocompatible and easily can be modified to prepare gels with desired mechanical and physical properties. Hydrogels of naturally derived polymers have the advantage of biodegradability
and resemblance of the natural ECM. On the other hand, they have been
associated with tedious purification processes which are required to remove
traces of potentially pathogen transmitting residues, and batch-to-batch variations. Naturally occurring proteins which have been used to prepare hydrogel scaffolds include collagen type-I17 and fibrin18. Collagen hydrogels are
limited by possible immunogenicity, which although may be reduced by
removal of the telopeptides. Figure 1.3 shows scanning electron micrographs
of rat embryonic neural stem cells cultured in a physically cross-linked hydrogel containing collagen type-I. Fibrin hydrogels are formed by adding the
enzyme thrombin to fibrinogen yielding insoluble fibrin peptides which form
a network through aggregation. The resulting hydrogels are, however, associated with a certain degree of shrinkage due to compactation when used as
matrices for encapsulation of cells.18 Alginate19 and chitosan20 are naturally
derived polysaccharides which have been used to develop scaffolds for tissue engineering. Alginate (alginic acid) is derived from algae and forms
physical gels by ionic interactions with divalent calcium.21 Chitosan is obtained by partial deacetylation of chitin and can be used to prepare physical
hydrogels, or it can be modified to form chemically cross-linkable derivatives.22 Chondroitin sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) mainly
found in cartilage ECM which successfully has been chemically modified to
prepare hydrogel scaffolds that promote cartilage regeneration.23
Hyaluronan is a naturally occurring polysaccharide which has received
special attention in a wide range of biomedical and tissue engineering applications. It will be presented more thoroughly in the following sections since
it has played a major role in the current investigations.

Figure 1.3. Scanning electron micrographs of neural rat stem cells grown in a hydrogel containing physically cross-linked collagen type-I. Scale-bars 10 μm. Note:
Samples were fixed in glutaraldehyde, dehydrated in ethanol and dried by super
critical extraction prior examination.
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1.3

Hyaluronan

Hyaluronan (HA, hyaluronic acid, sodium hyaluronate) was first isolated
from the bovine vitreous body where it was recognized as a high molecular
weight muco-polysaccharide.24 Since then it has been identified as a nonsulfated GAG which is present in tissues and body fluids of all vertebrates
and in some bacteria, with the highest concentrations in humans in skin,
synovial fluid, in the umbilical cord and in the vitreous humor.25 HA consists
of repeating [-glucuronic acid--1,3-N-acetylglucosamine--1,4-] units and
the molecular weight varies from oligomer sizes up to approximately 10
MDa (Fig. 1.4). In aqueous solutions, HA molecules take up a considerably
large volume due to a combination of factors including high molecular
weight, electrostatic repulsions of the carboxylate ions, intramolecular hydrogen bonding and a double helical conformation.26 As a consequence, HA
solutions are characterized by a combination of elastic properties resembling
gels and a viscous behavior of solutions, making them viscoelastic.27
Since the discovery of HA, its biological functions have been thoroughly
investigated (see Laurent for reviews).28 To mention but a few, HA plays an
important role in organizing the ECM and maintaining its water-balance, and
it acts as lubrication in the joints. In addition, HA is involved in regulating
cell adhesion and motility, and in mediating cell proliferation and differentiation. Catabolism of endogenous HA mainly occurs by an uptake of the
lymphatic system which is followed by transportation to the liver via the
bloodstream where it is fully degraded.29 HA is also prone to degradation by
hyaluronidases (HAase)s,30 reactive oxygen species,31 heat,32 hydrolysis,33
etc (see Stern et al. for review),34 which eventually cause fragmentation by
cleavage of the glycosidic bonds. In total, the daily turnover ends up to approximately one third of the total body content.35

Figure 1.4. The repeating disaccharide unit of hyaluronan consists of alternating Dglucuronic acid and N-acetyl glucosamine moieties, and it has a molecular weight of
401 g/mol. A hyaluronan molecule can contain up to ∼25000 repeating units.

Unlike other GAGs, the primary structure of HA is identical regardless of
source or species, and only the degree of polymerization varies. This feature,
along with its unique viscoelastic and physiochemical properties, has lead to
the development of numerous HA based medical products.26 Two major
sources for isolation of HA for the preparation of HA based medical prod16

ucts have been developed over the years, namely, by extraction from rooster
combs and through microbial fermentation. Today the production and purification of HA has turned into an industry and highly pure HA is available in a
wide range of molecular weights at relatively low costs. However, due to
the short turnover rate and limited mechanical properties of native HA solutions, chemical modifications are required to obtain stable hydrogels with
prolonged in vivo residence times suitable for use in tissue engineering.

1.3.1 Chemical modification of hyaluronan
Covalent cross-linking to form hydrogels, and derivatization by the addition
of hydrophobic groups which may act as physical cross-linkages, are means
to obtain prolonged degradation rates and increased mechanical stability of
HA solutions. Derivatization is also a route to the introduction of new functionalities which can be used for in vivo cross-linking and/or conjugation
with therapeutic agents that promote interactions with biological environments. Chemical modification of HA is generally achieved by targeting the
carboxylic acid group present on the glucuronic acid moieties, or the hydroxyl groups found on both sugar rings (Fig. 1.5). The former is preferred
as it yields derivatives that are easier to define. The poor solubility of HA in
organic solvents in combination with its susceptibility towards acidic and
alkaline degradation, is a limitation when it comes to choosing efficient derivatization strategies. In addition, it is desired to maintain properties of native HA such as the immunoneutrality and biological recognition. A suitable
modification technique should therefore preferably be performed under mild
conditions and enable low-degree functionalization in a controlled fashion.
Prestwich and co-workers have successfully demonstrated the possibility
to functionalize HA through carbodiimide chemistry. Reacting HA carboxyl
groups with 1-ethyl-3-[3-(dimethylamino)propyl]carbodiimide (EDC) at pH
4.75, produces an intermediate O-acylurea which was used for further introduction of various hydrazides.36,37 In the absence of strong nucleophiles a
more stable N-acylurea adduct is formed through rearrangement, which also
was used for the direct attachment of different carbodiimides.38 Weaker nucleophiles (i.e. amines) will not react with HA in the presence of EDC unless
the carboxyl groups first have been activated. This has been explored by
forming active esters using 1-hydroxybenzotrialzole at pH 5.5-7 or Nhydroxysulfo-succinimide (sulfo-NHS) at pH 7-8.5.39 This strategy, however, requires a considerable excess of reagents. Similarly, active NHS-esters
of HA carboxyl groups have been prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
for subsequent amidation.40 In these cases HA is made soluble in DMSO by
changing the carboxylate counter ion to t-butyl ammonium. This strategy
was originally employed by della Valle et al. in the preparation of HA-esters
using alkyl and benzyl halides.41
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Figure 1.5. Functional groups on HA which are common targets for performing
chemical modifications include the carboxyl group on the glucuronic acid moiety
and the hydroxyl groups present on both sugar rings.

1.3.2 Hyaluronan hydrogels
Gels prepared by covalent cross-linking of native HA have been reported
using bisepoxides42, divinylsulfone43 and formaldehyde44, which form gels
by targeting HA hydroxyl groups. Cross-linking with biscarbodiimides38 and
dihydrazides together with EDC45, as described in the previous section, have
also been used in the design of pre-formed gels. None of these cross-linking
strategies, however, are suitable for in vivo gel formation as the reactions
either are performed under alkaline or acidic conditions, and/or using potentially toxic reagents. Additionally, carboxylic acids and hydroxyl groups are
present in all biological tissues, and a suitable in vivo forming HA gel should
thus involve cross-linking of functionalized HA to avoid unspecific reactions
with the surrounding tissue. The use of homo-bifunctional cross-linkers for
the preparation of HA hydrogels suitable for in vivo gel formation have been
explored using thiolated HA and diacrylated PEG46,47, as well as using methacrylated HA together with dithiothreitol (DTT)48. The cross-linking reactions in these systems take place under physiological conditions and the gels
are formed approximately 10-30 minutes after mixing HA-derivatives with
cross-linkers. Cross-linking hydrazide-modified HA with PEG-dialdehyde
occurs more rapidly and leads the formation of hydrazone bonds.49
Low molecular weight cross-linkers have a higher probability of diffusing
away from the injection site before they have time to react, compared with
high molecular weight cross-linkers. This may in turn be a potential risk of
toxicity, as they then can be taken up by cells. Moreover, low molecular
weight bifunctional cross-linkers have a higher likelihood in dilute systems
of forming molecular loops rather than cross-linkages.50 When intramolecular cross-linking occurs, reactive groups are consumed without contributing
to the network formation, and it is required to compensate this by increasing
the degree of functionalization. This issue can be resolved by cross-linking
two polymer derivatives having complementary reactive functionalities,
enabling efficient hydrogel formation at relatively low degrees of modification (Fig. 1.6). The lower the degree of modification is, the higher is the
chance of maintaining the biological properties of the native polymer. Inject18

able two-component HA-based hydrogels have successfully been prepared
through the cross-linking of aldehyde and hydrazide-modified derivatives of
HA.51

Figure 1.6. Network formation using bifunctional low molecular weight crosslinkers elicit a greater risk of forming loops which do not contribute to the mechanical integrity of the hydrogel (top reaction). Cross-linking of multifunctional polymers having complementary reactive functionalities enables efficient network formation at a lower degree of functionalization (bottom reaction).

1.4

Bone tissue engineering

1.4.1 Principles
Although bone has the capacity to self-regenerate, it belongs to the most
frequently transplanted tissues due to critical sized and slow healing defects.52 A majority of current clinical treatments involve transplantation of
autogenous and allogeneic bone, and the use of prosthetic implants.53 Autogenous bone transplantations are limited by a discomfort to the patients and
a shortage of supply, while transplantation of allogeneic bone involves the
risk of disease transmission and host reactions.54 Prosthetic implants lack
physiological function and are too often accompanied by infection and structural failure55. Hence, efforts are made towards finding efficient treatment
options through tissue engineering approaches.
The key principles of bone tissue engineering involve induction or acceleration of the bone forming process by delivering osteoprogenitor cells,
and/or growth factors such as bone morphogenetic proteins (BMP)s, using
degradable biomaterial scaffolds.56 The use of scaffolds and growth factors
19

alone is beneficial since elaborate harvesting and seeding processes involved
with cell transplantations are avoided. BMPs are a group of more than 20
proteins which belong to the transforming growth factor- (TGF-) superfamily.57 Osteogenic BMPs have the ability to stimulate osteoprogenitor
cells, such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSC), to differentiating into osteoblasts which ultimately are responsible for producing ECM and forming
new bone.58 Those which have the highest capability to promote osteogenic
differentiation include BMP-2 and BMP-7,59,60 which additionally have been
shown to induce the formation of cartilage.61 The possibility to induce bone
formation by delivering BMP-2 strongly depends on the delivery method,
and injecting buffer solutions of the growth factor alone has a poor effect.62
A scaffold which provides a local concentration of BMP-2 sufficient to attract and stimulate MSC into osteogenic differentiation is therefore required.63

1.4.2 Scaffolds
Scaffold design criteria vary depending on the type of bone defect, although
a common desire is the possibility of administration via minimally invasive
procedures. Injectable scaffolds for BMP-2 delivery have been prepared
from in situ hardening inorganic materials such as calcium phosphate cements.62 Although in situ forming calcium phosphates are degradable and
have the advantage of mimicking the physical properties of natural bone,
they may cause protein denaturation due to exothermic hardening reactions
and often lack the desired macro-porosity.58 Hydrogels may not have the
mechanical prerequisites necessary to support load bearing defects, however,
they have a well documented capacity to support bone regeneration (see
Elisseeff et al. for a review)64 with potential use for the treatment of oral and
maxillofacial injuries.
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2 Results and discussion

2.1

Gels containing hyaluronan and collagen

The possibility for neural stem and progenitor cells (NSPC) to differentiate
into neural tissues has brought hope to finding clinical treatments for neurological disorders and brain injuries through tissue engineering approaches.65
Previous reports have shown that the capability to regenerate neural tissue by
NSPC transplantation can be improved by the use of biomaterial scaffolds.66
In paper I we investigated the possibility to grow NSPC from green fluorescent protein (GFP) transgenic mice in a three-dimensional (3D) matrix
containing HA and collagen type-I, as compared with conventional twodimensional (2D) seeding. Collagen type-I has the ability to form gels under
physiological conditions by thermally induced physical aggregation,67 and
has been widely used as tissue engineering scaffolds. HA is a major component of the ECM in brain tissue68 and HA gels have been proven to support
the formation of neural networks69. We thus chose to combine HA and collagen in the preparation of a potentially injectable hydrogel scaffold for
NSPC growth and delivery.

2.1.1 Preparation and characterization of gels
To obtain a cross-linkable collagen solution, purified collagen type-I was
dissolved in water at pH 3.5 to a concentration of 15 mg/mL and further
dialyzed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Dialysis was performed at 4°C
to enable raising the pH to 7.4 without causing gelation. A HA solution of
the same concentration was mixed in equal volume with the collagen solution and the ability to form gels was determined by performing shear rheology measurements. An oscillatory time sweep was conducted to monitor the
evolution of the storage modulus (G’) and the loss modulus (G’’) of the mixture while subjected to a temperature ramp (Fig. 2.1). The temperature was
raised from 4°C to 37°C during ∼15 min in the attempt to mimic cell seeding
conditions. G’ increased as the temperature was raised and became greater
than G’’ at 37°C, indicating the point of gelation. A plateau value for G’ of
172 Pa was reached after 10 min at the final temperature. The relatively slow
gelation may not be optimal for in vivo gel formation as it is important that
21

the gel remains intact at the target site. If the gel precursor solution were to
be diluted, the gel properties would be altered which could affect the ability
for cells to differentiate, or cause cells to migrate out of the gel. It can, however, be concluded that the gel is suitable for cell encapsulation in vitro as
gel formation occurs under physiological conditions without the release of
potentially toxic byproducts.

Figure 2.1. Gelation kinetics of a HA-collagen type-I hydrogel characterized by
performing a combined oscillatory time sweep and temperature ramp. Gel formation
occurs at the point when the storage modulus (G’) becomes greater than the loss
modulus (G’’), in this case ∼10-15 min after the temperature started to rise.

2.1.2 Neuronal differentiation
The ability of NSPC from different donor ages to survive, proliferate and
differentiate in the HA-collagen gel was evaluated as described in paper I.
Embryonic NSPC showed the highest growth rate in the gel, whereas the
highest survival percentage was observed for cells from postnatal donors
which also had the highest differentiation rate and formed 70% neurons. The
corresponding number for cells grown in 2D was 14%. SEM images of postnatal NSPC seeded in the hydrogel are presented in Figure 2.2. A relatively
high degree of apoptosis was observed for cells seeded in the gel, compared
with 2D seeding. This could be explained by the possibility that dead cells in
2D culture are detached from the surface of the culture dish and removed
during medium exchange, while in the hydrogel, the cells are trapped. An
alternative explanation is that there is a limited diffusion of nutrients and
gases through the gels.
In conclusion, it was determined that the HA-collagen gel provides a suitable environment for neuronal differentiation of NSPC, in particular those
harvested from postnatal donors. Although the described gel is potentially
injectable and was found suitable for encapsulation of cells, we were encouraged to develop a more defined hydrogel system which could be rapidly
cross-linked in vivo.
22

Figure 2.2. SEM micrographs of postnatal NSPC which have been cultured for 5
days in the HA-collagen gel.

2.2

Modification of hyaluronan

Chemical modifications of HA are necessary to obtain in vivo cross-linkable
gels with tailored mechanical properties and degradation rates. In view of
certain drawbacks associated with conventional modification strategies, such
as potential side-reactions and the excessive amounts of reagents required,
we sought to develop an improved technique that would enable controlled
and low degree functionalizations under mild reaction conditions.

2.2.1 Model substance
The possibility to easily identify chemical structures of high molecular
weight polysaccharides using common spectroscopic techniques may be
difficult due to their limited solubility in organic solvents and diverse compositions. We therefore decided to synthesize a model substance that could
be used in the development of new modification strategies for HA and other
naturally occurring polysaccharides (paper II). The criteria we put up when
designing the model substance was that it should contain the structural elements found in HA that can be used for introducing new functionalities, and
at the same time be easier to characterize and handle.
The model substance was based on D-glucuronic acid as it contains both
hydroxyl groups and a carboxylic acid, which are the main targets for performing modification of HA. By combining the glucuronic acid derivative
with a polymer, a compound with macromolecular properties was obtained
which could be purified by precipitation, dialysis or gel filtration. The model
substance was synthesized according to the scheme presented in Figure 2.3.
A benzoyl protected glycopyranoside uronate was prepared in the first step,
which further was converted to an α-bromide that in turn enabled the introduction of allyl alcohol by the classical Koenigs-Knorr glycosylation70. Rad23

ical elongation of the allyl-derivative with thioacetic acid and subsequent
deprotection yielded thiol-functionalized D-glucuronic acid which was conjugated with polyethylene glycol-diacrylate (PEG-DA) via selective Michael-type addition, a convenient route for the addition of thiols to unsaturated esters71. This approach adds the opportunity to easily combine the glucuronic acid derivative with different structures and architectures. We chose
PEG as it easily can be end-functionalized, has excellent solubility in a wide
range of solvents and the main chain does not contain any functional groups
that would complicate characterization by, for instance, nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Characterization of the purified PEGdiglucuronic acid by 1H NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 2.4) and matrix assisted
laser desorption ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectroscopy
confirmed a high conversion of the coupling reaction.

Figure 2.3. Synthetic pathway for the preparation of the model substance involving
the conjugation of a thioloated D-glucuronic acid derivative with PEG-diacrylate via
selective Michael type addition. Reagents: a) MeOH, NaOH, Pyridine, PhCOCl,; b)
HBr 33% in AcOH; c) Allyl alcohol, Ag2CO3; d) AcSH, AIBN; e) NaOH, Dowex
H+; f) PEG-DA, NaHCO3, Dowex H+.

The model substance is designed as a candidate for optimizing modification
reactions of uronic acid containing polysaccharides as the process can be
followed by NMR, which otherwise can be difficult due to the high molecular weight and limited solubility of polysaccharides. The thiolated glucuronic
acid may additionally be used in the preparation of glycoconjugates such as
glycoproteins, proteoglycans and glycolipids. The first four steps in the synthesis are, however, rather elaborate. It would thus be beneficial to use a
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process suitable for larger scale preparations, in particular with automated
purification techniques, to increase the overall yield.

Figure 2.4. 1H NMR spectrum of PEG-diglucuronic acid recorded in D2O. Proton
signals are assigned labels according to IUPAC nomenclature.

2.2.2 Trizaine-activated amidation
Because of the limited possibility to synthesize significant amounts of the
model substance, we began to seek new strategies to modify HA without its
use. The condensing reagent 2-chloro-4,6-dimethoxy-1,3,5-triazine (CDMT,
Fig. 2.5) is commercially available at relatively low costs and has successfully been used to prepare amides, esters and acid anhydrides from carboxylic
acids.72 In order to evaluate the capability of using CDMT to covalently link
primary amines to HA carboxyl groups, we attempted to cross-link HA with
bis-amino terminated PEG. As the reaction resulted in the formation of an
insoluble hydrogel, we proceeded to investigate to the possibility to react a
number of amines with HA carboxyl groups with the use of CDMT (paper
III).

Figure 2.5. CDMT (2-chloro-4,6-dimthoxy-1,3,5-triazine), an activating species
used in the preparation of amides by the reaction of carboxylic acids and amines.

2.2.2.1
Synthesis of hyaluronan derivatives
The reaction between carboxylic acids and CDMT involves the formation of
an intermediate active ester in the presence of a tertiary amine base such as
N-methylmorpholine (NMM), which further allows the introduction of primary amines according to the proposed scheme in Figure 2.6.73 We performed the reactions in a 3:2 mixture of water and acetonitrile as CDMT has
a limited solubility in purely aqueous solutions. This mixture of a polar and
non-polar solvent was additionally found suitable for dissolving HA, and its
use also opened up the possibility to introduce both hydrophobic and hydro25

philic amines. We therefore attempted to link a number of amines to HA,
also shown in Figure 2.6, which would yield derivatives with different properties and potential applications. Propylamine (1) was chosen as it could be
indicative of the possibility to attach alkyl chains, which can be useful for
the preparation of HA derivatives with altered solubility. Aminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal (2) was chosen since hydrolysis of the acetal affords a
cross-linkable aldehyde derivative of HA. The possibility to link peptides
could be of great value for the preparation HA derivatives which promote
cellular interactions.74 We therefore chose to conjugate HA with glycine
ethylester (3). The possibility to prepare fluorescent labeled HA could also
be of interest for studying interactions of HA with biological environments.
We therefore attempted to attach 7-amino-4-methyl coumarin (4). Finally we
chose to attach furfurylamine (5) which also could be potentially used for
further cross-linking via Diels-Alder reactions.

Figure 2.6. Synthetic route for triazine-activated amidation of HA. Performing the
reactions in a mixture of water and acetonitrile enabled the introduction of both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic primary amines (1-5).
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All reactions were performed at neutral pH and at room temperature, conditions that can be considered mild. Each reaction was further performed in
duplicates, using 1:2 and 1:4 equivalents of CDMT to HA carboxylic acid
groups respectively. This was done to obtain an indication of the possibility
to control the degree of substitution (SD). It has been reported that triazineactivated amidation may proceed successfully when reacting primary amines
with carboxylate salts in the presence of inorganic bases.75 However, we
chose to perform the reactions using HA in its protonated form together with
NMM as the solubility in the mixture of water and acetonitrile was increased
and the reactions proceeded efficiently. HA solutions were therefore treated
with commercial ion-exchange resin prior modification reactions. The reaction products were subjected to the same treatment prior purification as
excess amines conveniently were removed. In their protonated form, the
amines would otherwise act as counter-ions to unmodified carboxylic acids.
The reaction products were subsequently purified by dialysis and dried by
lyophilization.
2.2.2.2
Characterization
The reaction products were characterized with NMR spectroscopy to determine the average number of HA repeat units which were modified (i.e. SD),
and to confirm successful modifications. Representative 1H NMR spectra for
derivatives obtained using 0.5 equivalents of CDMT to HA carboxyl groups
are provided in Figure 2.7. Covalent attachment of the conjugates was verified by studying the spectrum from propylamine-modified HA (1). The protons adjacent to the amide bond gave rise to two multiplet-signals which is
distinctive of their diastereotopic nature. SDs were further determined by
comparing integrated signals from suitable protons originating from substituent groups, with the methyl signal on the N-acetyl-glucosamine moiety of
native HA (δ ∼1.9 ppm, 3H). Deconvolution was employed using the NMR
processing software to obtain accurate integral values for overlapping signals. SDs for synthesized derivatives are presented in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Degree of substitution for synthesized hyaluronan derivatives
Derivative

a

Amine

SDa (%)

SDb (%)

1

Propylamine

20

9

2

Aminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal

20

11

3

Glycine ethylester

20

7

4

7-amino-4-methylcoumarin

3

2

5

Furfurylamine

12

2

0.5 equiv of CDMT to HA carboxyl groups. b 0.25 equiv of CDMT to HA carboxyl groups.
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Figure 2.7. 1H NMR spectra of HA derivatives prepared by triazine-activated amidation using 0.5 equivalents of CDMT to HA carboxyl groups. Degree of substitution was determined by comparing integrated signals from the respective conjugates
with the methyl signal from native HA. Spectra were recorded in D2O at 80°C.

As shown in Table 2.1, the highest modification degrees were obtained for
derivatives 1-3. The results for these derivatives also corresponded well to
the relative amount of CDMT that was used. A slight excess of the triazine
reagent appears to be required and this can be explained by the possibility
that the intermediate active ester is prone to hydrolysis due to the presence of
water. Modification with 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin yielded the derivative
with lowest SD. This was most likely caused by a limited solubility of the
amine in the reaction solvent, although it could also be caused by a poor
reactivity. The ability to compare integrated peaks with large differences in
magnitude is a potential limitation with NMR spectroscopy. Fluorescence
28

excitation and emission spectra of HA modified with 7-amino-4methylcoumarin were therefore recorded as an additional source for SD determination. The spectra were obtained from solutions having HA repeatunit concentrations of 10 μM and the relative intensities corresponded well
with the SD values acquired from NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 2.8).

Figure 2.8. Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra for HA modified with 7amino-4-methylcoumarin prepared using 0.5 and 0.25 equivalents of CDMT to HA
carboxyl groups (dashed and solid lines respectively). The relative intensities corresponded to the SD values obtained with NMR spectroscopy.

Although the reactions are performed under relatively mild conditions, it is
unlikely that the modification would produce derivatives without causing
any degradation of HA. The acidic ion-exchange resin which was used for
the preparation of protonated HA and for removing excess unreacted amines
could potentially lead to chain scission, even if the exposures were temporary. Lyophilization is also known to cause degradation of HA as the process
involves the formation of reactive oxygen species.76 We therefore performed
static light scattering (SLS) measurements on HA modified with aminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal, and on the native sodium hyaluronate, to determine how the molecular weight was affected by the modification. The results showed that the native polymer had an initial molecular weight of
1.2·106 g/mol (although the value stated by the manufacturer was ∼1.5·106
g/mol). After modification the molecular weight was reduced to 5.4·105
g/mol, which corresponds to an average chain scission by a factor of ∼2.
In addition to mild reaction conditions, the purpose of the investigation
involved finding a modification strategy which could produce HA derivatives without significantly altering the biological properties of the native
polymer. This can, however, be difficult to evaluate considering the multifaceted nature of HA. To obtain an indication of this feature we nonetheless
subjected HA modified with aminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal to a biosta29

bility assay to determine if the derivative was susceptible to hyaluronidase
(HAase) digestion, as described in paper III. Briefly, the assay involved
comparing the weight loss of native and modified HA which had been incubated with or without the presence of 100 U/mL bovine testicular HAase.
After 48 h the cumulative weight loss was 18% for the HA derivative and
14% for non-modified HA, which indicates that the biological properties of
native HA are maintained.
Triazine-activated amidation is a convenient technique for the preparation
of HA derivatives as it is performed under relatively mild conditions and
enables the introduction of a wide range of amines. A majority of the amines
in the current study were successfully conjugated to HA using only a slight
excess of the reagent. In addition, the degree of modification can be controlled by varying the ratio of triazine reagent to HA carboxyl groups. Repeated experiments have shown that the substitution degree can be controlled with a precision of ±2%. As shown, the strategy causes a slight degradation which, however, probably can be further suppressed by avoiding
the use of acidic ion-exchange resin and by collecting the products through
precipitation rather than freeze-drying. In addition, precipitation can reduce
the overall preparation time as purification by dialysis can be replaced. A
potential limitation accompanied with precipitation is the loss of low molecular-weight fragments, which may reduce the overall yield.

2.3

Injectable hyaluronan-polyvinyl alcohol gels

A major objective of this work has concerned the development of an injectable HA-based hydrogel which could be rapidly cross-linked in vivo and used
as a scaffold for tissue engineering applications. Previous efforts to design
such hydrogels involve the preparation of HA derivatives carrying aldehyde
and hydrazide functionalities.39,51 Cross-linkage through hydrazone formation proceeds rapidly under physiological conditions without causing the
release of any toxic substances. However, HA derivatives used in previous
reports are either modified to high degrees or prepared using excessive
amounts of reagents. We therefore aimed at preparing an aldehyde derivative
of HA by triazine activated amidation, which potentially could form hydrogels with cross-linkers carrying hydrazide functionality. The possibility to
prepare an in situ cross-linkable HA-derivative by this approach, which furthermore could be used in the preparation of injectable gels as scaffolds for
the delivery of bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) was investigated as
described in papers IV and V.
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2.3.1 Aldehyde-modified hyaluronan
By following the protocol for triazine-activated amidation we prepared HA
derivatives which were modified with aminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal.
Subsequent hydrolysis in hydrochloric acid yielded aldehyde-modified HA
(HAA) according to the scheme presented in Figure 2.9. As expected, the
acidic environment causes an additional degradation of the derivative. Repeated SLS measurements have indicated that the total degradation during
triazine-activated modification and subsequent hydrolysis corresponds to a
molecular weight reduction by a factor of approximately 10. This, however,
turned out to be acceptable as the obtained derivatives can be filtered
through sterile syringe filters at relatively high concentrations due to a corresponding decrease in viscosity. Although it should be noted, that the viscosity at a certain concentration depends on the initial molecular weight of
HA. Since aldehydes readily form hydrates in aqueous solutions, characterization by 1H NMR spectroscopy in D2O may not be the optimal tool for direct SD determination of aldehyde-derivatives. Instead we employed an aldehyde assay which has been described previously.77 The assay involves
reacting HAA with t-butyl carbazate in the presence of a reducing agent such
as sodium cyanoborohydride. The obtained products can easily be identified
by 1H NMR spectroscopy and the SD determined by comparing integrated
signals from the butyl-protons (δ ∼1.4 ppm, 9H) with HA methyl protons (δ
∼1.9 ppm, 3H). The aldehyde-derivatives of HA used in the current work
were modified to 5-6%.

Figure 2.9. Synthetic route for the preparation of aldehyde-modified HA. An acetal
derivative prepared by triazine-activated amidation using aminoacetaldehyde dimethylacetal is in a second step hydrolyzed in 0.5 M hydrochloric acid to obtain the
aldehyde functionality.
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2.3.2 Preparation and characterization of gels
Previous work conducted in our lab has involved the preparation of gels
formed by the cross-linking of aldehyde and hydrazide derivatives of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA).78 To test if the aldehyde-derivative of HA rapidly could
form gels with a cross-linker carrying hydrazide-functionality we therefore
attempted to prepare a gel together with the hydrazide-modified PVA
(PVAH). This also suited our intention, which was to prepare HA-based gels
using two multifunctional polymers with complementary reactive groups.
The cross-linking reaction of aldehyde-modified HA and hydrazide-modified
PVA was indeed successful. It proceeds spontaneously and selectively in
aqueous solutions as presented in Figure 2.10, releasing only water as a byproduct. We therefore continued evaluating the HAA-PVAH combination,
which so far has been successful in all occasions.

Figure 2.10. The cross-linking reaction of aldehyde-modified hyaluronan and hydrazide-modified PVA occurs rapidly and selectively, and yields a network held
together by hydrazone linkages.

Efficient gel formation is obtained when as many as possible of the reactive
groups take part in the cross-linking. When preparing gels by cross-linking
two multifunctional polymers it is consequently desired to mix polymer solutions containing equal numbers of reactive groups. Both the HAA and
PVAH components described in the current work were modified to roughly
5-7%, which corresponds to average repeat-unit molecular weights of ∼400
g/mol and ∼50 g/mol respectively. To ensure efficient gel formation we
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therefore prepared the gels by mixing equal volumes of the polymer solutions with a mass ratio of approximately 8:1 for HAA and PVAH, using
dual-compartment syringes (Fig. 2.11). The total polymer concentration in
the gels was 1.5%. This was found suitable as the highest concentration of
the HAA solution that could be filtered through sterile 0.45-μm filters was
approximately 3%.

Figure 2.11. Dual-compartment syringes used for the preparation of HAA-PVAH
gels by mixing equal volumes of the gel precursors. The polymer solutions are
mixed in the needle when using the top syringe-device (Duploject™, Baxter). The
bottom syringe (MiniMix™, TAH-Industries) is equipped with a static mixing tip in
order to increase the efficiency of gel formation.

We have mainly focused on the preparation and evaluation of two different
gel compositions for BMP-2 delivery. Their characterization is discussed in
the sections below, as in papers IV and V respectively, and selected gel
properties for these two gel compositions are additionally summarized in
Table 2.2.
2.3.2.1
Characterization of HAA-PVAH gels
Paper IV discusses the preparation of gels using HAA of 90 kDa and PVAH
of 16 kDa. A gelation time of 38 ± 6 s was determined by employing a testtube inverting technique. The method involved injecting the HAA and
PVAH solutions at approximately the same rate into a test-tube placed in a
water bath at 37°C. The sol-gel transition was then defined as the time when
no flowing could be observed visually by tilting the tube. We noted that the
gelation time varied to a greater extent if the polymer solutions were injected
at different rates (data not shown), which can be explained by the possibility
that the injection rate affects the mixing efficiency. A swelling experiment
conducted by incubating preformed HAA-PVAH gel-discs in excess PBS at
37°C over three days, showed that the gels increased their weight by 24 ±
2%. A storage modulus, G’, of 723 ± 36 Pa was moreover determined by
performing a rheology stress sweep on hydrated gels. The possibility to use
the gel as a carrier for bone morphogenetic protein-2 was further evaluated
in vitro and in vivo as described in paper IV.
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2.3.2.2
Characterization of HAA-PVAH gels with hydroxyapatite
Although the HAA-PVAH gels were successfully used to induce bone formation in vivo, we sought to prepare a gel with increased mechanical properties. Hydroxyapatite (HAP) is a calcium phosphate mineral similar to the
inorganic constituents of natural bone known to have a bone-conductive
effect.79 Rather than increasing the cross-linking density of the HAA-PVAH
gels, which could be done by increasing the SD, we chose to add HAP particles as a filling-material.
The HAP particles were added to each polymer solution prior injection
and gels were formed by mixing the suspensions using syringes equipped
with static mixing tips as shown in Figure 2.11. By improved mixing, potential issues of variable gelation times due to different injection rates are more
likely resolved and the homogeneity of the gels is increased. In addition to
adding HAP-particles, we used HAA with a molecular weight of 180 kDa to
further enhance the mechanical properties. A gelation time of 113 ± 9 s was
observed by performing in situ rheological measurements as presented in
Figure 2.12(a). The slight increase in gelation time, compared to gels without HAP, can possibly be explained by an increased viscosity of the HAA
solution due to the higher molecular weight, and by a potential influence
from the HAP additive. However, it should be noted that different techniques
were used in their measurements, and based on visual observations the gelation times for both gel compositions appear to be quite similar (i.e. typically
< 1 min). G’ was additionally measured on preformed gels after different
curing times which showed that completion of the cross-linking reaction
occurs after approximately 5 h. The results, which are presented in Figure
2.12(b), also demonstrate that fully cured gels reach a G’ of ∼2600 Pa.

Figure 2.12. Rheological characterization of HAA-PVAH gels containing HAP. (a)
Representative plot from in situ determination of the gelation time. The time from
injection to the instrumental start-point was measured manually and added to the
total time. The time for the cross-linking reaction to be completed was determined
by measuring G’ of preformed gels after different curing times at 37°C (b). Error
bars indicate ± standard deviation (n = 3).
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Table 2.2: Selected properties of HAA-PVAH gels
HAA-PVAH a

HAA-PVAH-HAP b

Mw HAA (kDa)

90

180

Polymer concentration (%)

1.5

1.5

0

25 (w/v)

syringe w/o mixer

syringe w mixer

Gelation time (s)

38 ± 6 c

113 ± 9 d

Swelling ratio (%)

24 ± 2

n/a

728 ± 36 e

∼2600

n/a

5

Property

HAP concentration (%)
Preparation device

G’ (Pa)
Curing time (h)
a

Discussed in paper IV; b Discussed in paper V; c As determined by test-tube inversion; d As
determined by in situ rheology; e Measured on hydrated gels.

2.3.3 In vitro experiments
It is essential that materials which are intended to be used in vivo are biocompatible and do not elicit adverse toxic effects. We therefore performed in
vitro cell-viability tests prior in vivo studies as discussed in paper IV. The
cytotoxicity was evaluated by incubating preformed gels with medium at
37°C. One week later the conditioned medium was gathered and used to
estimate viability and proliferation of human dermal fibroblasts. The metabolic activity of the cells was evaluated after 0 h, 24 h and 48 h, by performing an MTT assay which is a colorimetric assay based on the reduction of
tetrazolium salt in mitochondria of viable cells. The results, which are presented in Figure 2.13(a), indicate that no apparent cytotoxic material leaks
out of the gels as the conditioned media supported cell viability and proliferation in vitro.

Figure 2.13. An in vitro cell viability test showed that no apparent toxic material is
released from the gels (a). In vitro release kinetics of BMP-2 from HAA-PVAH gels
indicated that ∼8% of the loaded BMP-2 is released during the first 5 days and 12%
in total during the 28 day period (b). Error bars indicate standard deviation (n = 3).
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The purpose of using scaffolds for the delivery of growth factors such as
BMP-2 is to provide a prolonged release to the surrounding tissue so that
endogenous progenitor cells are attracted and stimulated to osteogenic differentiation. An in vitro release study was therefore conducted to evaluate this
ability by incubating preformed HAA-PVAH gels loaded with recombinant
human BMP-2 (rhBMP-2) in PBS at 37°C, as described in paper IV. After
certain time-points the release medium was collected and replaced with fresh
PBS. The amount of released BMP-2 from each time point was then determined by performing an ELISA assay. The cumulative release profile presented in Figure 2.13(b) indicates that approximately 8% BMP-2 (∼4 μg) is
released during the first 5 days and 12% is in total. The high retention can be
explained by electrostatic interactions taking place between the negatively
charged carboxyl groups on non-modified HA units and rhBMP-2 molecules, which have an isoelectric point of ∼9 and thus carry a net positive
charge at neutral pH80. Alternative explanations include physical entrapment
and the tethering of the protein to the network via residual aldehydes. However, our intension was not to link BMP-2 to the network and we therefore
prepared the gels by adding the growth factor to the PVAH component as
hydrazides are stronger nucleophiles than amines.

2.3.4. Induction of bone, cartilage and tendon
The capability of the HAA-PVAH gels alone and gels with HAP to induce
ectopic bone formation by the delivery of BMP-2 was investigated separately as described in papers IV and V respectively. Both studies were conducted
using 0.2-mL gels which were formed by injecting gel precursor solutions
(or suspensions), with or without 30 μg rhBMP-2, into quadriceps muscles
of rats. Animals implanted with HAAPVAH gels without HAP were sacrificed after 4 and 10 weeks, whereas those implanted with gels containing
HAP were sacrificed after 5 and 10 weeks. Radiographic examination after
the first time-points showed the ectopic formation of bone-tissue at the site
where gels containing BMP-2 was injected (Fig. 2.14). The formation of
bone could not be observed in the respective control groups, as determined
by X-ray for gels without HAP and by palpation for the HAP gels.

Figure 2.14. Representative X-ray photographs from the first time-point. Ectopic
bone formation was observed at the injection site for specimens who received gels
containing BMP-2.
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Figure 2.15. Clear skeletal preparations of explanted ectopic bone and corresponding original femurs from the first time-points (4 and 5 weeks respectively).

Samples from the first time-points were also subjected to clear skeletal preparations as demonstrated in Figure 2.15. This confirmed the formation of
new bone-tissue and yielded a three-dimensional view of the ectopic bone.
One sample each from the 10-week time-point of the respective BMP-2
group was additionally examined by micro-computed tomography (μ-CT).
This was done to obtain an indication of the bone mineral densities (BMD)s
and for visualization purposes, as shown in Figure 2.16. As expected, the
BMD of ectopic bone formed by injecting gels containing HAP (1.15 g/cm3)
was slightly higher than for gels without HAP (1.05 g/cm3). The corresponding values for host femoral bones were approximately 1.15 g/cm3. However,
it should be noted that these results were not statistically verified.

Figure 2.16. Ectopic bone and corresponding host femoral bone of samples from the
10-week time points, for gels with and without HAP, were visualized by μ-CT.

Evidence of ectopic bone formation at the injection site was also provided by
histological examination using Masson’s Trichrome staining, as demonstrated in Figure 2.17. Samples obtained from the non-HAP group contained
mineralized tissue surrounding a bone marrow cavity. Bone tissue at the 4week time-point was less mineralized and thus appeared blue, whereas the
corresponding 10-week sample contained bone which was more mature.
Arteries and veins could also be seen in the adjacent soft tissue from the 4week time-point, but not in the controls, suggesting a simultaneous induction
of blood vessels due to the presence of BMP-2. No evidence of hydrogel was
seen in the group without BMP-2 indicating a complete degradation within
this time. Gels containing both BMP-2 and HAP caused the formation of
bone of higher density at both time-points. Remnants of agglomerated HAP
particles could also be seen throughout the histological sections. Interesting37

ly, there were no signs of inflammation or foreign body response in any
group as the infiltration of inflammatory cells, giant cells or lymphocytes
was completely absent. This observation not only confirms but also complements the cell viability tests which were performed without direct contact
between cells and the gels.

Figure 2.17. Representative histological sections of samples from both time points
for the gels without and with HAP. Implantation of gels without HAP resulted in the
formation of mineralized tissue surrounding a bone marrow cavity (BM). The concurrent induction of blood vessels (BV) could also be seen at the 4-week time-point
(arrow). Samples from the HAP group revealed the induction of bone which appeared to have a higher density. Sections also contained inclusions of agglomerated
HAP particles of micrometer sizes as indicated by arrows in the HAP group. Scale
bars 200 μm. M = muscle.

Even more notably, it was observed during dissection of samples from the
HAP group that the ectopic bone was macroscopically connected to the host
femoral bone by tendon-like structures. This observation was confirmed by
histology, which additionally showed that the ectopic mass consisted of interconnected bone, cartilage and tendon-like tissues, both 5 and 10 weeks
after implantation (Fig. 2.18). This complex combination of bone, cartilage
and tendon is characteristic for what is known as enthesis, and is typically
found where tendons and ligaments are inserted into bone.81
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Figure 2.18. Histological examination of samples in the HAP group also revealed
the presence of cartilage (C) and tendon like structures (T) stretching from muscletissue (M) into bone, which is typical for enthesis. Scale bars 200 μm.

Immunohistochemistry of representative samples from the 5-week timepoint was further performed to verify the presence of tendon and cartilage
(Fig. 2.19). Scleraxis is a tendon-specific transcription factor82 which was
expressed by cells residing within the tendon-like structures, verifying the
presence of tenocytes. The formation of bone, cartilage and tendon tissues
are each induced by growth factors related to the TGF- superfamily, which
in turn are regulated by specific matrix molecules including certain proteoglycans.83 It has also been suggested that the differentiation of MSC into tenocytes is dependent both on BMP signaling and the composition of the
ECM where biglycan and fibromodulin play important roles.84 It was therefore interesting to see that the staining pattern for biglycan was found similar
to that of scleraxis, suggesting that biglycan plays a role in the development
of tendon. The cartilage was found in connection with the bone structures as
shown by staining for aggrecan and collagen type-II.
It is quite obvious that the addition of HAP to the gels is responsible for
the additional formation of cartilage and tendon, although the question of
how the addition of HAP has affected the differentiation of MSC may not be
as easy to answer. Previous reports which show that biglycan affects MSC
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differentiation into tenocytes,84 in combination with the reported interaction
of biglycan and HAP,85 points towards the possibility that the added HAP
might bind and concentrate endogenous biglycan, which in turn has an effect
on the differentiation of resident MSC. Alternatively (or additionally), the
addition of HAP to the gel is accompanied by an increased mechanical stress
on the host tissue, which also could influence the MSC differentiation.86 To
what degrees chemical and biomechanical forces are responsible for the altered differentiation of resident MSC into tenocytes and chondrocytes in the
presence of HAP, however, remains to be resolved.

Figure 2.19. Immunohistochemistry on histological sections confirmed the presence
of tendon by staining with scleraxis (SCXA). The presence of biglycan (BGN) in a
similar pattern suggests its involvement in tenocyte differentiation. The expression
of aggrecan (ACAN) and collagen type-II (Col II) additionally verified the presence
of cartilage. Negative controls (-), scale bars 200 μm.

The studies presented in papers IV and V demonstrates the possibility to
induce bone and interconnecting musculoskeletal tissue by single injections
of HA-based hydrogels containing BMP-2. The advantage of not having to
rely on transplantation of cells, in combination with the non-invasive procedure, makes this approach particularly attractive for clinical use. The strategy, however, relies on the possibility to recruit endogenous MSC in order to
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obtain a successful tissue induction, and the ability to regenerate tissue in an
actual defect might be different than in the ectopic model. Although skeletal
tissues generally contain higher levels of MSC than what is found in muscles.
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3 Concluding remarks and future perspectives

The aim of the present work has been to develop HA-based hydrogels suitable as scaffolds for tissue engineering by administration through minimally
invasive strategies. We first evaluated the possibility to grow NSPC in a
potentially injectable gel containing collagen and HA. We then proceeded to
develop a technique for the modification of HA using triazine-activated amidation which enabled the preparation of several HA derivatives with potential use in biomedical applications. Using triazine-activated amidation we
further prepared aldehyde-modified HA capable of rapid in vivo crosslinking together with hydrazide-modified PVA. The resulting gels were successfully used to induce bone formation in vivo in an ectopic model by
BMP-2 delivery. Hydrogel-ceramic composites were further designed by
adding HAP particles to improve the mechanical stability of the gel and increase the bone mineral density of newly formed bone. This system was also
evaluated in an ectopic model as a carrier for BMP-2, and to our surprise the
induced tissue consisted of interconnecting bone, cartilage and tendon. The
rapid gelation time, biocompatibility, and ability to induce significant
amounts of bone without the need of cell transplantations, makes both gel
systems attractive for use in clinical settings.
The studies conducted so far have shown promising results, but the current gel systems have not yet been optimized. It might very well be possible
to achieve adequate bone healing using lower levels of the growth factor;
especially in defects were the surrounding tissue contains enough bone to
enable complete regeneration by conduction. Hence, it is suggested that the
growth factor dose dependence is evaluated. Amount, particle size and surface properties of added HAP are additional parameters which most likely
can be adjusted to additionally enhance the bone healing capacity. Although
we so far mainly have focused on the delivery of BMP-2, the current gel
systems may very well be suitable in a wide range of tissue engineering applications. Different indications are nonetheless likely to require different gel
properties. This can be achieved to some degree by changing parameters
such as the molecular weight of polymer derivatives, concentration of gel
components and additives, or degree of functionalization. A potential limitation, however, involved with HA as with many other naturally derived polymers, is that it should not be modified too much; purely synthetic polymers
might therefore be beneficial in cases where highly cross-linked systems are
desired.
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3.1

Ongoing studies

Two studies are currently being conducted to further assess the capability of
using the HAA-PVAH gels containing HAP for the repair of critical sized
defects. The first study involves investigating the formation of bone in a rat
cranial defect model over several time-points, and the second study involves
the repair of critical sized cranial defects in mini-pig. Preliminary results
from both studies are currently being evaluated, and the healing capacity
appears to be high, as demonstrated by CT-imaging presented in Figure 3.1.
Hopefully the results from these studies also will give some answers which
can explain how the formation of cartilage and tendon occurs, as the cranial
defects represent mechanically static environments.
To further evaluate the clinical applicability we are currently investigating
the long term effects of the gel system by performing in vitro gentoxicity
studies. Although these experiments are still being evaluated, preliminary
results indicate that there are no adverse long term effects. In addition to
investigating the ability to repair critical sized cranial defects, a study involving the augmentation of bone marrow cavities in osteoporotic rabbits
has also been launched.

Figure 3.1. Three-dimensional visualization by CT-imaging showing treated and
non-treated mini-pig critical sized cranial defects.
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5 Svensk sammanfattning

Att bota sjukdomstillstånd som orsakats av skadade eller förlorade organ har
länge varit en stor utmaning inom all sjukvård. Den höga efterfrågan av organtransplantationer och det låga antalet donatorer har lett till utvecklingen
av vävnadsregenerering, ett snabbväxande fält där forskare inom materialvetenskap, cellbiologi och medicin samarbetar för att göra organreparationer
möjligt genom att kombinera speciella biomaterial med celler och tillväxtfaktorer. Kroppens egna celler är omgivna av en så kallad extracellulärmatris
(ECM), som ger mekaniskt stöd åt cellerna och påverkar deras tillväxt och
kommunikation. De biomaterial som används vid vävnadsregenerering har
som uppgift att fungera som en implanterbar artificiell ECM, en slags tillfällig byggnadsställning. Celler och/eller tillväxtfaktorer inkapslas i materialet
in vitro (utanför kroppen) för att sedan inopereras där cellerna producerar ny
vävnad samtidigt som materialet bryts ned. Hydrogeler är en grupp material
som består av tredimensionella nätverk av tvärbundna polymerer som är
svällda i vatten. De påminner på flera sätt om kroppens egna ECM och har
därför visat sig ha god potential att användas inom vävnadsregenerering.
Syftet med arbetet bakom avhandlingen har varit att utveckla injicerbara
hydrogeler av polymeren hyaluronsyra (HA), som kan användas som matriser för vävnadsregenerering. HA är en naturlig polysackarid som finns hos
alla människor och djur och spelar en viktig roll inom en rad fysiologiska
processer. Fördelar med injicerbara geler, som bildas genom tvärbindning in
vivo (i kroppen), är att de formar sig efter området där de injiceras och de
kan opereras in utan att det krävs omfattande kirurgiska ingrepp. Det är
dessutom enkelt att baka in celler och tillväxtfaktorer i gelen genom att
blanda med polymerlösningarna före injicering. För att HA ska kunna tvärbindas in vivo måste den modifieras kemiskt så att en viss andel av dess repeterande enheter bär funktionella grupper som kan reagera vid fysiologiska
förhållanden utan att skada den omkringliggande vävnaden. Det är samtidigt
en fördel att hålla modifieringsgraden så låg som möjligt för att behålla så
mycket som möjligt av dess ursprungliga egenskaper.
HA finns idag i en rad medicinska produkter, både som tvärbundna geler
och i sin nativa form. En nackdel med majoriteten av de tvärbindningstekniker som finns idag är att de inte är lämpade för att forma geler in vivo. De
geler som kan tvärbindas in vivo är dessutom antingen modifierade till en
mycket hög grad eller modifierade via svårkontrollerade reaktioner på ett
sätt som kräver stora mängder dyra reagenser.
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I den första studien som beskrivs i avhandlingen lyckades vi framgångsrikt växa nervceller i en gel av HA och det naturliga proteinet kollagen.
Även om gelen potentiellt är injicerbar och uppfyllde sitt syfte, så sker tvärbindningen långsamt och gelen som bildas har relativt låga mekaniska egenskaper. Detta motiverade oss att försöka utveckla en injicerbar gel baserad
på HA som kan tvärbindas på kort tid. Först ville vi dock utveckla en teknik
som gjorde det möjligt att modifiera HA på ett kontrollerat sätt med enkla
metoder.
Eftersom HA har en relativt komplicerad kemisk struktur så valde vi att
syntetisera en modellsubstans för att underlätta optimering av modifieringsreaktioner. Trots syntesen av modellsubstansen så lyckades vi parallellt utveckla en fungerande modifieringsteknik för HA baserat på metoder som
tidigare har använts för att syntetisera peptider. Metoden bygger på att koppla nya sidogrupper till de repeterande enheterna hos HA via amidbindningar,
genom att använda ett triazin-reagens. Vi visade att det med så kallad triazinaktiverad amidering går att tillverka en rad HA-derivat som var och en har
potentiella biomedicinska tillämpningsområden.
Med den nya metoden syntetiserade vi sedan ett HA-derivat som kunde
bilda geler genom att tvärbindas i fysiologisk miljö tillsammans med ett
derivat av den syntetiska polymeren polyvinyl-alkohol (PVA). Vattenlösningar av de bägge polymererna blandades i lika volymer med hjälp av tvåkomponentsprutor och bildade på så sätt geler på mindre än 1 minut. För att
testa om gelen kunde användas för tillämpningar inom vävnadsregenerering
genomfördes en studie där gelen användes som bärare av en tillväxtfaktor för
benbildning. Geler injicerades i lårmuskler hos råttor och redan efter fyra
veckor hade nytt ben bildats. För att förbättra effekten ytterligare tillsattes ett
pulver av hydroxyapatit (HAP) till gelen. HAP är ett keramiskt material som
till stor del liknar det mineral som finns naturligt i ben. En liknande studie
genomfördes och som väntat så bildades ben med högre densitet. Till vår
stora förvåning så nybildades även brosk och senor som kopplade samman
ben med muskler.
Befintliga metoder för att återskapa svåra benskador går ut på att ta friskt
ben från en plats hos patienten och flytta till det skadade området. Det är
relativt stora ingrepp som tar mycket tid och har begränsad effekt. Gelerna
som vi har utvecklat skulle kunna ersätta dagens metoder då de är enkla att
hantera och applicera, och de medför dessutom inga negativa kroppsreaktioner. Det finns dock många frågor kvar att besvara för att till fullo förstå mekanismerna bakom tillväxten av brosk och senor, för att i framtiden även
kunna reparera skador i dessa vävnader på ett kontrollerat sätt. Förutom att
laga skadat ben, brosk och senor kan gelerna även tänkas vara användbara i
en rad andra sammanhang inom vävnadsregenerering.
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